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Weak labels from Transcripts/Subtitles 
1. align (fan) transcripts to subtitles 

        who speaks what?            what is spoken when? 

 

 

 

 

 

2. assign names to speaking faces 

facial feature detection + lip movement analysis 
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Motivation 
Person identification in multimedia data has many applications 
such as smart video browsing or as basis for higher-level 
applications. Weak supervision provides labels to a small 
portion of samples. Most of the face tracks remain unlabeled, 
yet provide information of the underlying distribution of the 
data. Furthermore, constraints between face tracks help 
restrict possible identities.  We integrate all this information in 
a common learning framework. 

Joint Learning Framework 
 
 

 
 
 
 

combined loss function 
 
 
 
model: multinomial logistic regression + kernelization 
 
 
 
supervised loss 
 
 
unsupervised loss 
 
 
constraint loss 

Results 
Evaluation on 12 episodes of two TV series (~9200 face tracks) 
Goal: identify ALL characters (including minor characters & 
unknowns) 
Evaluation criterion: Track Identification Accuracy 
 

 
 
 
 
 
Confusion Matrix for BBT-1..6: 
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Constraints between co-occurring Face Tracks 

Contact 
{baeuml, tapaswi}@kit.edu 
 
 

Project page (tracks, ground truth, etc.) 
http://cvhci.anthropomatik.kit.edu/projects/mma 

Contributions 
 

A unified multi-class learning framework taking into account (weakly-)supervised and unsupervised data and constraints 
Its application to the task of character naming in Multimedia Data, achieving state-of-the-art results 
An extensive data set of more than 9200 face tracks from a total of 12 episodes over two TV series 

Face Tracking 
MCT-based multi-pose 
face detector 
Particle filter tracker 

Features 
Eye detection / warp to 
canonical pose 
Block DCT features 

Block

DCT 

00:07:00,733 --> 00:07:04,612 
At least I didn't have to invent 26 
dimensions to make the math come out.  
 
00:07:04,773 --> 00:07:07,412 
- I didn't invent them. They're there. 
- In what universe? 
 
00:07:07,573 --> 00:07:09,291 
In all of them, that is the point. 

Leonard 
At least I didn’t have to invent twenty-six 
dimensions just to make the math come out. 
 

Sheldon 
I didn’t invent them, they’re there. 
 

Leonard 
In what universe? 
 

Sheldon 
In all of them, that is the point. 

 speaking: Leonard?  

 speaking: Howard? 


